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ABSTRACT
Pulsar braking torques due to magnetodipole radiation and to unipolar
generator are considered, which results in braking index being less than 3
and could be employed to test the emission models. Improved equations to
obtain pulsar braking index and magnetic eld are presented if we deem that
the rotation energy loss rate equals to the sum of the dipole radiation energy
loss rate and that of relativistic particles powered by unipolar generator. The
magnetic eld calculated by conventional way could be good enough but only
modied by a factor of 0.58 at most. Both inner and outer gaps may coexist in
the magnetosphere of the Vela pulsar.
Subject headings: pulsars: general | radiation mechanisms:
nonthermal
1. Introduction
Pulsar emission process is still poorly understood even more than 30 yr after the
discovery. Nevertheless, it is the consensus of the researchers (e.g., Michel 1991, Usov 2000)
that primary pairs are produced and accelerated in regions (gaps) with strong electric eld
along magnetic line (Ek) and more secondary pairs (with multiplicity  102−4) are created
outside the gaps (Ek = 0), and that instability may be developed in the secondary e
relativistic plasma in order to give out coherent radio emission. Numerous models have
been made concerning gap acceleration, whereas it is urgent to nd eective way to test
those specic and detailed models against observations.
Because a two-order derivative of rotation period from a short run of data may be
dominated by the eects of a glitch or of timing noise, only braking indices n  ΩΩ¨= _Ω2 (Ω
the angular velocity of rotation) of 5 young radio pulsars have been obtained observationally
(Lyne & Graham-Smith 1998 and references therein, Camilo et al. 2000). They are:
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PSR B0531+21 (n = 2:51  0:01), PSR B1509-58 (n = 2:837  0:001), PSR B0540-69
(n = 2:20:1), PSR B0833-45 (n = 1:40:2), PSR J1119-6127 (n = 2:910:05). Certainly,
these observed indices include precious information on how pulsars produce radiation. But
all of them are remarkably smaller than the value n = 3 expected for pure magnetodipole
radiation. It is thus suggested that there are other contributions to the braking torque
acting on pulsar besides the torque-back due to the dipole radiation. For example, it is
simply argued that part of the torque on pulsar may be due to an outflow of particles, but
still no detailed investigation on this issue has been approached.
The polar magnetic eld strength at pulsar surface, B, is conventionally determined









where P = 2=Ω is the rotation period, I the moment of inertia, c the speed of light, R the
pulsar radius,  the inclination angle. B is singular (i.e., B !1) when  = 0o according to
Eq.(1). It is worth noting that only the dipole radiation torque is included in Eq.(1) (thus
n = 3 there). Therefore, the B-eld derivation in this way is questionable and inconsistent
since observation indicates n < 3, which means other processes do contribute to the braking
torque.
Actually, some eorts have appeared to nd unusual torque mechanisms to understand
the observed braking index. It was suggested previously that the observation of n 6= 3 may
result from a force-free precession of distorted neutron star (Macy 1974) or the existence of
a company star (Deminanski & Proszynski 1979). Blandford & Romani (1988) interpreted
the observed index by multipole eld and/or eld evolution. Melatos (1997) accounted
for the spin-down of three pulsars (the Crab, PSR B0540-69, and PSR B1509-58) in the
light of non-standard vacuum dipole theory. Recently, accretion torque is suggested to
explain the discrepancy (Morley 1993, Menou, Perna & Hernquist 2001). An alternative
eort, within the framework of \standard" neutron stars and their magnetospheric emission
models, is proposed in this paper. We nd that n and B derivation should generally depend
on pulsar emission models. By assuming that the orthogonal and aligned parts of magnetic
moment are responsible to the dipole-radiation torque and to the unipolar-generator one,
respectively, we obtain consistent equations for calculating braking index and magnetic eld
in the inner vacuum-gap, the space-charge-limited flow, and the outer gap models. We nd
that all of these models result in braking index n < 3, and in return the models could be
tested for a particular pulsar if its braking index and the inclination angle are observed.
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2. An assumption of the total energy loss for rotation-powered pulsars
Pulsar broad-band emission depends essentially on a complete solution of the
formidable well-dened magnetosphere problem in relativistic electrodynamics and plasma
physics, which, unfortunately, is still unknown hitherto (e.g., Mestel 2000). Nevertheless,
the problem has been understood to some extent in two particular, i.e., the orthogonal and
aligned rotating cases.
Orthogonal Rotator An orthogonal rotator with magnetic dipolar momentum ? emits
monochromatic electromagnetic waves, the energy loss rate of which is
_Ed = − 2
3c3
2?Ω
4 ’ −6:2 1027 B212 R66 Ω4 ergs=s; (2)
according to classical electrodynamics, B12 = B=(10
12G), R6 = R=(10
6(cm)), and
? = 0:5BR3 is applied3. These low frequency waves are generally unable to propagate
and should be absorbed in neutron star surroundings, and a larger amount of energy and
the corresponding momentum could be pumped from neutron stars into their supernova
remnants (Pacini 1967). Recently, a similar energy ejection mechanism, from a strongly
magnetized millisecond pulsar into a relativistic reball through such magnetic dipole
radiation, has been applied for understanding some afterglow features of cosmic γ-ray
bursts (Dai & Lu 1998).
Aligned Rotator Axisymmetric study, though being a \non-pulsar" problem, is
mathematically tractable, and remains a highly instructive preliminary to realistic oblique
model (Mestel 2000). For an aligned pulsar with magnetic moment k, there are two
separated regions in the magnetosphere, the closed-eld-line and the open-eld-line parts.
The maximum potential drop in the open-eld-line region by unipolar eect reads (e.g.,




’ 5:56 108 B12 R36 Ω2 cgse: (3)
e pairs (or ions) are accelerated in charge depletion gaps, picking up energy in the gaps
and angular momentum from the magnetic torque when streaming out. The angular
momentum loss requirement (Holloway 1977) can be satised if the charged particles can
be \attached" to the magnetic eld as far as near or out to the light cylinder. Two kinds of
gaps are proposed to work in pulsar magnetospheres, which are called as inner and outer
3Generally µ = $BR3. $ = 0.5 for pure dipole magnetic configuration, and $ = 1 for uniformly
magnetized spheres. We use $ = 0.5 for simplicity.
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gaps. Dierent inner gaps in polar caps are suggested, which depend on the binding energy
of charged particles in pulsar surface, i.e., the vacuum gap model (Ruderman & Sutherland
1975) with enough binding, the space-charge-limited flow model without any binding (Arons
& Scharlemenn 1979, Harding & Muslimov 1998), or the flow with partial binding (Cheng
& Ruderman 1980). The outer gap model was suggested to work near the null surface (e.g.,
Cheng, Ho & Ruderman 1986, Zhang & Cheng 1997) because the charged particles on each
side of the surface should flow in opposite direction in order to close a global current in
pulsar magnetosphere. It is thus obvious, as seen from above discussion, that the energy
loss is model-dependent for aligned rotators, which will be considered when calculating
pulsar braking indices and magnetic elds in the next section. Nevertheless, the energy loss
rate of an aligned rotator, due to unipolar eect, could be written in the following form
_Eu = −2r2p  c% ; (4)
if a gap has potential drop  and the charge density in the gap is % = %gj   ΩB2pic ’
5:3B12Ω cgse cm
−3, where the polar cap radius rp = R
√
RΩ=c ’ 5:77 102R3/26 Ω1/2 cm.
  1 since % and %gj are conventionally expected to be in a same order.
The Assumption Generally, the magnetic axis inclines an angle  from the rotating
axis. Both energy loss mechanisms discussed above, i.e., by dipole radiation and by
unipolar eect, are expected to contribute the total braking torque of pulsar in this general
case. For example, it is generally believed that the Poynting flux (a low-frequncy wave)
supply the energy of supernova remnant emission although it is still not very clear how
the Poynting-flux energy transformed into particle energy (Lyubarsky & Kirk 2001).
Phenomenologically, we could write the total energy loss in the form of
_E = c? _Ed + ck _Eu; (5)
where c? and ck are generally two functions of  indicating the contributions of those two
energy loss mechanisms, respectively. Certainly c?( = =2) = 1 and ck( = 0) = 1. An







  sin2  + 3 cos2  φ

’ sin2  + 5:4 10−9R−36 B−112 cos2 Ω−2;
where  is the total magnetic momentum of a pulsar, ? =  sin, k =  cos . The
non-unitary eects of c? and ck could be included when a full electrodynamic solution of
oblique magnetosphere is possible in the future.
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3. Braking index & its implication
The energy carried away by the dipole radiation ( _Ed) and the relativistic particles
( _Eu) originates from the rotation kinetic energy, the loss rate of which is _E = IΩ _Ω. Energy
conservation conduces towards




Based on Eq.(7), the braking index can be derived to be









which is not exactly 3 as long as  is not a constant. If  / Ωa, then n < 3 for a < 0 (n > 3
for a > 0). For pulsars near death line,  ’ , i.e., the maximum potential drop 
available acts on gap. In this case,
 = 1 + 2 cos2  < 3; _ = −2 sin(2) _: (9)
n < 3 if  gets smaller as pulsar evolves. For pulsars being away from death line, the
potential drop  across an accelerator gap, which is model-dependent, is much smaller
than . We discuss baking index in the following models, assuming that ~ ( and ) and
I are not changed for simplicity.
The vacuum gap (VG) model The basic picture of vacuum gap formed above
polar cap with enough binding energy was delineated explicitly in Ruderman &
Sutherland (1975), where relativistic primary electrons emit γ-rays via curvature radiation
in the gap. Ruderman & Sutherland (1975) presented the gap potential dierence




Rc=Ω  2:3  108R1/26 Ω−1/2 for a gap near polar cap and for magnetodipole eld
lines. We thus have
VGCR = 9:2 1010R2/76 B−1/712 Ω−1/7 cgse;
VGCR ’ sin2  + 4:96 102R−19/76 B−8/712 cos2 Ω−15/7:
(10)
For vacuum gap where primary electrons emit γ-rays via resonant inverse Compton
scattering o the thermal photons (e.g., Zhang et al. 2000), the potential drop and the 
value are
VGICS = 1:9 1013R4/76 B−15/712 Ω1/7 cgse;
VGICS ’ sin2  + 1:02 105R17/76 B−22/712 cos2 Ω−13/7:
(11)
4Ruderman & Sutherland (1975) supposed there are multipole magnetic fields near pulsar surfaces, and
they thus had ρ6 = 1. But in this paper we simply use dipole field lines for indication.
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The space-charge-limited flow (SCLF) model SCLF model works for pulsars with
boundary condition of Ek = 0 at the pulsar surfaces. The previous SCLF (Arons &
Scharlemann 1979) model has been improved to a new version (e.g., Harding & Muslimov
1998) with the inclusion of frame-dragging eect. Though a simple and general analytical
formula for all pulsar is not available in the Harding-Muslimov (1998) model, the potential
drop could be well approximated in the extreme cases, regime I and II, which are dened as
cases without or with eld saturation5. In regime II case (i.e., the gap height being larger
than rp), Zhang et al. (2000) obtained the potential drop, according to which  values
calculated to be
SCLFII,CR = 7:1 109R3/46 Ω1/4 cgse;
SCLFII,CR ’ sin2  + 38R−9/46 B−112 cos2 Ω−7/4;
(12)
for the CR-induced SCLF models, and
SCLFII,ICS = 4:2 108R28/136 B−9/1312 Ω18/13 cgse;
SCLFII,ICS ’ sin2  + 2:3R−11/136 B−22/1312 cos2 Ω−8/13;
(13)
for the resonant ICS-induced SCLF models. In regime I, the stable acceleration scenario
should be controlled by curvature radiation (Zhang & Harding 2000), and the  value is
SCLFI = 1:8 1011R4/76 B−1/712 Ω−1/7 cgse;
SCLFI ’ sin2  + 9:8R−17/76 B−8/712 cos2 Ω−15/7:
(14)
The outer gap (OG) model For a self-sustaining outer gap, which is limited by the
e pair produced by collisions between high-energy photons from the gap and soft X-rays
resulting from the surface heating by the backflowing primary e pairs, the potential drop




Cheng 1997). f < 1, which is satised for the ve pulsars, if outer gap works. Therefore the
 value can be calculated to be
OG = 1:59 1012R36B−1/712 Ω−10/21 cgse;
OG ’ sin2  + 8:6 103B−8/712 cos2 Ω−52/21:
(15)
From these  values in dierent models, the braking index can be obtained by Eq.(8).
For typical pulsars with R6 = 1 and B12 = 1, we compute the braking index n in each
model, which is shown in Fig.1. It is obvious that n < 3 as long as inclination angle  < 90o
5The definitions of regime I and II in Zhang & Harding (2000) have been misprinted (B. Zhang, 2001,
personal communication).
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in all of the models. Pulsars with small rotation periods tend to have n  3. Also we can
see from Fig.1 or Eq.(7) that there is a minimum braking index n( = 0o) for each model.
In case of B12 = R6 = 1, n
VG
CR( = 0
o) = 0:86, nVGICS( = 0
o) = 1:14, nOG( = 0o) = 0:52,
nSCLFII,CR( = 0
o) = 1:25, nSCLFII,ICS( = 0
o) = 2:38, nSCLFI ( = 0
o) = 0:86.
We can not solve out magnetic eld B by only Eq.(7) because  = (; Ω). If  = 90o
(or  = 1), the solution of Eq.(7) results in Eq.(1). In principal, Eq.(7) and (8) should
be combined to nd consistent B and  in case of braking index being known. However,
because 1 <  < 3, the magnetic eld derived from Eq.(1) is good enough but only modied
by a factor 1=
p
 2 (0:58; 1).
Based on Eq.(7) and (8), the inclination angles of the ve pulsars with observed braking
indices are calculated in dierent models (see Table 1). No solution of  is available for the
Vela pulsar (PSR B0833-45) and PSR B0540-69 for the regime II SCLF(ICS) model since
their braking indices are smaller than nSCLFII,ICS( = 0
o). This is consistent with the fact that
these pulsars are young, and their gap heights are thus much smaller than rp.
Furthermore, we can determine whether a model works on a particular pulsar by
comparing the calculated  in Table 1 with the observed . Usually  can be derived by
tting the position angle curves of pulsars with high linear polarization in the rotating
vector model (Kuzmin et al. 1984, Lyne & Manchester 1988). For the ve pulsars, only the
inclination angle of the Vela pulsar is obtained ( 90o), however no  value in Table 1 tallies
with this observation. There may be two possibilities6 to explain the discrepancy. (1). The
braking torques due to the dipole radiation and to the unipolar generator should be treated
and added in an other manner (e.g., Harding et al. 1999), rather than the way of ours.
However, our treatment about the torques is reasonable, a further improvement of braking
calculation might not change substantially the results presented. (2). No model listed in
Table 1 can perfectly describe the actual accelerate situation of the Vela pulsar. The outer
gap model explain well the high-energy emission of this pulsar, but could be still a partial
description of the global magnetosphere. One possible picture is that both inner and outer
gaps coexist in a pulsar’s magnetosphere (Usov 2000), but the interaction between these
two gaps and the pair plasma properties are still very uncertain. It is also possible that pair
production process in strong magnetic and electric elds should be improved. For example,
if B > 0:1Bc (Bc = 4:4  1013G), γ-photons nearly along curved eld lines convert into
positroniums which could partially prevent the screening of Ek (resultantly increasing the
gap height and possibly having  > 1, see Eq.(4)), and therefore the energy loss _Eu increases
6We presume that it’s reliable to derive the inclination angle by radio polarization observation for the
highly linearly polarized vela pulsar.
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signicantly in polar cap models (Usov & Melrose 1996). Such an increase could result in a
larger  in Table 1 (see Eq.(8)) since all magnetic elds of the ve pulsar are very strong
(near or greater than 0:1Bc). In conclusion, further studies of testing emission models via
braking index and of the theoretical meaning of the test result would be interesting and
necessary.
4. Conclusion & Discussion
We have proposed that the observed braking index n < 3 could be understood if the
braking torques due to the dipole radiation and to the unipolar generator are combined.
The discrepancy between the observed inclination angle and that derived from the six
models of the Vela pulsar in Table 1 may call for improved pulsar emission models. In
addition it is found that the magnetic eld strength of a pulsar by conventional method
could be a pretty good representation of the actual one.
The magnetic moment ~ is assumed not to change in our discussion, i.e., both the
eld strength B and the inclination angle  are constants. Both observation and theory
imply that a pulsar’s B-eld does not decay signicantly during the rotation-powered phase
(Bhattacharya et al. 1992 and, e.g., Xu & Busse 2001). As for the inclination angle, there
is no strong observational evidence favors the change of . Magnetic eld seems to align
with increasing age in a timescale of  107 yr (Lyne & Manchester 1988). More statistical
analysis showed that  decreases versus age only for old pulsars with age > 106 yr (Xu &
Wu 1991, Kuzmin & Wu 1992). However, Bhattacharya (1992)’s study does not support a
relation between  and age.
Fig.1 shows the variations of braking index n as functions of pulsar periods. Since
pulsars spin down in their life, the curves in Fig.1 represent the variations of n as
functions of pulsar ages to some extent. n decreases as a pulsar evolves. However, the
Johnston-Galloway’s (1999) method to derive braking index can only be applied if n is
constant during pulsar life. Therefore n can not been obtained by only P and _P in principle.
We have neglected the eect upon the period-derivative due to a pulsar’s transverse
motion (Shklovskii 1970), because this contribution, v2=(cd)  1:1  10−18v2100d−1kpc (the
transverse speed v = 100v100km/s, the distance d = dkpckpc), is much smaller than _P for
the ve young pulsars.
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Fig. 1.| A set of calculated braking indices, as functions of rotation period, for six kinds
of emission models. Pulsars are assumed to have polar magnetic eld B = 1012 G and
radius R = 106 cm in these computation. The inclination angles are chosen to be 0o (solid
lines), 30o (dotted lines), 60o (dashed lines), and 90o (long-dashed lines). \CR" and \ICS"
indicate curvature-radiation-induced and resonant inverse-Compton-scattering-induced gaps,
respectively. SCLF(Regime I): SCLF model without eld saturation, SCLF(II,CR) and
SCLF(II,ICS): SCLF model with led saturation (Regime II).
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Table 1. The inclination angles () of the ve pulsars derived from models
Name (PSR) VG(CR) VG(ICS) OG SCLF(II,CR) SCLF(II,ICS) SCLF(I)
B0531+21 2.6o 2.9o 5.0o 2.1o 1.6o 33o
B0540-69 2.5o 6.3o 5.2o 1.8o | 36o
B0833-45 2.6o 6.9o 6.7o 1.0o | 31o
B1509-58 11o 8.4o 26o 7.6o 2.5o 81o
J1119-6127 24o 6.3o 52o 15o 2.2o 88o
